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Between 1848 and 1914, festivals were crucial

many. German American Sängerfeste, for exam‐

to the construction of a German American identi‐

ple, initiated public singing and singing contests

ty and ethnicity, Heike Bungert argues. With the

that also became embedded in Anglo-American

revised edition of her Habilitationsschrift from

festival culture. Curiously enough, these events

2004, Bungert has finally released the definite

have not yet aroused broader attention by other

standard reference on the festive culture of Ger‐

studies on cultural transfers between the United

man American singing societies, veterans and

States and Germany.[2] This neglect makes one

workers associations, Turnvereine (gymnastics so‐

even more grateful for Bungert’s contribution.

cieties), and shooting societies.

For the basis of her research, Bungert evalu‐

In her introduction, Bungert convincingly

ated the archives of numerous German American

outlines the idea that the ethnic identity of Ger‐

organizations and analyzed more than seventy

man Americans depended on cultural memory.

German American and Anglo-American newspa‐

Cultural memory, in turn, is built on communica‐

pers, mostly from Milwaukee and New York City.

tion, language, images, and ritual repetition. Con‐

Almost every chapter is accompanied by valuable

sequently, festivals, being concrete manifestations

data on the German population over the years or

of these four elements, form the archetype of cul‐

information on the professional composition of

tural memory. With this argument, Bungert most‐

the festivals’ committees and participants. In

ly follows established findings of migration and

some passages, however, descriptions of the festi‐

ethnicity studies without redefining them.[1] This

vals’ peculiarities (costs, number of attendees,

observation is not meant to be a point of criticism.

decoration of floats) are a bit too fine-grained.

On the contrary, the book’s theoretical framework

Most readers would probably prefer more analy‐

and the historical evidence in the following chap‐

sis and less description.

ters form a complementary relationship.

In view of the amount of archival material

In her chronologically arranged account,

Bungert consulted, her focus on Milwaukee and

Bungert reveals phenomena that could be detect‐

New York, two cities with prominent German pop‐

ed at almost every German American festival: in‐

ulations, is perfectly understandable. On the other

vocations of symbols, rituals, concrete events and

hand, this emphasis might distort the reader’s un‐

myths, a response from the Anglo-American pub‐

derstanding of German American life. Besides a

lic, and political and cultural exchanges with Ger‐

few excursions to San Francisco and San Antonio,
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Bungert leaves out other US cities that also wit‐

War, and the foundation of the German Empire in

nessed a brisk German American festivity culture.

1871 represented watersheds in the way German

It would have been rewarding to read more about

Americans celebrated and perceived themselves.

the way German immigrants in southern cities

Other significant phenomena that shaped German

like New Orleans or Charleston had to arrange

American ethnicity and festival culture were, ac‐

their festivals given the distinctive dynamics of

cording Bungert, the Anglo-American nativist and

race and slavery and the impact of the Civil War

temperance movements, the rise and decline of

and Reconstruction, not least because current

German immigration in the 1880s and 1890s, and

scholarship increasingly emphasizes the impor‐

the transatlantic expansion of nationalism at the

tance of friction and the limits of transnational

turn of the century.

phenomena.[3] As many historians observe, inter‐

To provide a multi-perspectival analysis,

actions across borders were not always successful

Bungert conducted research in Europe as well as

or harmonious.[4]
Despite

this

in North America. German immigrants were ea‐
limitation,
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und

ger to receive recognition for their efforts and

Gedächtnis covers an impressive number of festi‐

contributions in the United States. Yet they main‐

vals that German Americans initiated or joined in

tained traditions and interacted with their ances‐

the midwestern and northeastern United States

tral homeland for a remarkably long time. In

for over sixty years. Festivities like Friedrich

chapter 5, Bungert substantiates this thesis with

Schiller’s birthday, Karneval, Sängerfeste, Turn‐

further material from German archives. Allusions

feste, or Deutsche Tage (German days) shaped the

to the German homeland ran through the festivals

immigrants’ ethnic identity. Over the decades, this

like a common thread. From the 1860s onward,

identity shifted from one being largely reliant on

these ties were strengthened by participation of

references to Germany toward a distinct German

German Americans in festivities in Germany and

American one.

through the active Kulturpolitik of the German
Empire’s foreign office and diplomats.

Bungert depicts German-speaking singers,
Schützen (marksmen), and Turners as members

Bungert concludes that festivals formed im‐

of collectives that were careful not to appear as

portant imagined spaces between Germany and

isolated groups. As the reader learns from the se‐

the United States. Immigrants from Germany cre‐

lected speeches, press coverage, and the participa‐

ated Deutschamerika as a transnational social

tion of Anglo-American officials and visitors, the

space and became cultural mediators between

immigrants interacted with the receiving society

their receiving and home countries. Furthermore,

and vice versa. Since they also participated in An‐

the flexibility of German American festivals and

glo-American festivities, like celebrations of the

their organizers meant that many German immi‐

4th of July or George Washington’s birthday, An‐

grants did not completely assimilate. This makes

glo-Americans increasingly appreciated German

the case of nineteenth-century German Ameri‐

American culture.

cans an exception from general models of assimi‐
lation.

Far from being secluded events in smoky tav‐
erns or enclosed beer gardens, German American

Taken as a whole, Bungert’s comprehensive,

festivals were public events that registered politi‐

though in places somewhat too fine-grained, study

cal change and cultural developments on both

represents the most elaborate book on the topic

sides of the Atlantic. In chapter 3, Bungert plausi‐

that has been published so far. In a well-written

bly describes how the Revolutions of 1848, the

and well-documented account of over 530 pages,

participation of Germans in the American Civil
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